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pitch lines of the joints and never to run back from such pitch lines.
The copings shall be cut with close joints throughout the whole course, according to special plans.
No grab holes shall be made on the face of the copings or on the pointed work of the cut-water.
All stones must be carefully cleaned and wet before setting, and no mortar beds shall be laid until the course below has been cleaned and wet.
Every stone shall be laid in a full bed of mortar and settled to a proper bearing, no levelers being allowed. •
The vertical joints between stones shall be filled with soft mortar worked in with a trowel and a long thin blade until the joints are completely filled.
The joints, both horizontal and vertical, shall he cleaned out to a depth of one and one-half (i J4) inches and pointed in mild weather, the mortar to be driven in hard with a calking iron and the surface finished with a rounded tool.
When masonry is laid in free/ing weather such precautions shall be taken to prevent the freezing of mortar before setting as the engineer may direct.
The stones of the curved up-stream starlings of Piers II, III, IV, V and VI shall be doweled into those of the course below with one and one-eighth (1^6) inch steel dowels extending six (6) inches into each course, these dowels to be placed about ten (10) inches back from the face and seven (7) inches on each side of each joint. The stones of the upper course shall be drilled through before netting, after which the holes shall be extended six (6) inches into the course beneath and cleaned out; a small quantity of mortar shall then be put into the hole, the dowel dropped in and pushed clown and the hole filled with mortar and well rammed. The stones in the tip-stream end of the buttress of Pier VI and those in the west face of the same for a distance of twenty (20) feet from the downstream end shall be doweled in the same manner.
The joints of the three courses below the coping shall br cramped with cramps of one (i) inch round steel sixteen inches long-, the ends put four ( f) inches into each stone.
The hacking, except for three courses below the copings-hall be of concrete of the* proportions of one ( i ) volume of cement to two and one-half (2ji) volumes of sand and five (5) volumes of broken stone.
In the three courses immediately tinder the coping the backing shall he of limestone of the same quality used for face stone, cut to the same thickness, and the beds cut in the same manner. The spaces not occupied by the large stones shall not be more than one-sixth (i) 01 the area of the course inside

